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Unsettled, Panicky, Astray
Don Watson

On my eighteenth birthday, in 1967, I acquired a driver's licence and, by rourtesy of a recently
deceased great aunt, a third-hand Volkswagen. To prove my competence with the car the local
policeman told me to drive down to the railway station and back. My father told the policeman
he had a bag of new potatoes in the boot for him. I do not believe there was any intention to
rorrupt.
The next day I drove the Volkswagen the seventy miles from Poowong to La Trobe
University. I will never know how. I moved my belongings into a room in Glenn College,
dosed the door and became a smoker. I remember little of the succeeding hours or indeed the
next four days. I think I waited for the bell to ring. When, by the end of the week, it hadn't, I
ventured out, and drove the Volkswagen back to the family farm. Here I exhibited signs of
anomie and depression but, as ever, these were interpreted as self-pity. I returned to the
University, this time by a new route through Glen Waverley, Mitcham and Doncaster which
were at that stage, like me, undergoing that trauma in the march of progress- the transition
from rural to wban.
It is as well to roncede now that my, car should have been ronfiscated. I was quite capable
at the wheel of a tractor. I rould ride a bicycle and, after a fashion, a horse. But I was inept with
a Volkswagen. Within six weeks of my serond arrival the vehicle was sitting like punctured
football in the car park, and the Master of Glenn College, Ben Meredith, was demanding that I
have the wreckage towed away. The six of us who had been in the accident in the grounds of
Mont Park Mental Hospital all emerged without a scratch; although I displayed insufferable
symptoms of guilt for a while and a passenger, Ken Bishop, with the greatest respect, uru
paranoid in a motor car for at least two years. I don't blame him. In fact there are times when
one simply cannot apologise enough.
To me, now, the miracle seems not that we survived the awful prang but that within
those six weeks I had made friends with the five others in the car. I remember them - Ken
Bishop, Demos Krouskos, Leo Ryan, Judy McPherson and Liz Astbury- with inexpressible
fondness and gratitude. The poky ronfines of my rural Calvinist heart called out for punishment, but chastisement was not forthcoming. And what in retrospect was even more heartwarming - they forgave my demonstrations of guilt. They even ronsented to ride with me
again- in a Rover, a Vanguard and a Vauxhall.
La Trobe University was a blob of gentility fallen on a Fred Williams landscape. It was a
wilderness out there. The region was largely unexplored. Friends went missing in ones and
t\vos and sometimes larger numbers for whole days; lost between La Trobe and Northland,
La Trobe and the Summerhill Hotel, La Trobe and Preston Cemetery, La Trobe and Larundel.
Like Seamus Heaney's Sweeney, 'unsettled, panicky, astray', they roamed about in the dark,
sat in red gums, in piles of pipes and on great ghostly pieces of earthmoving equipment. Life
stories were told in the long grass. Shadowy figures from Sale or Wycheproof would emerge
from the dark speckled with paspalum seeds. Everyone knew someone who had gone out at
night and twt rome back.
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I had been disoriented by orientation week. I forgive myself for this. There was nothing to
which one might be oriented. There was a college, a moat, a library and a thing named the
Agora which comprised a barber shop, a pharmacy and a coffee house called The Plaka where
pallid cappucini were sold by a Greek with an early hair transplant. These facilities were all
splendid and necessary prerequisites of a civilisation, but they were hardly a substitute for a
way of life. Habits and tradition had to be invented, which is something the students, having
no fixed ideas on the matter, came to understand rather more quickly than the planners and
managers.
It became a habit to frequent the Summerhill Hotel in Plenty Road, one of the early
modem beer barns-cum-bloodhouses of outer suburban Melbourne. Even though beer was
only twelve cents a pot and porterhouse and salad a mere forty cents, the place was considered an abomination by and large; at least until the Bundoora Hotel was built. The Bundoora was worse. Mature taste drifted towards the Old England in Heidelberg, and even as far
as the pub at South Morang. If La Trobe was not well-served by hotels, the hamburgers from
the shop in Bell Street near the corner of Heidelberg Road were superior to anything I have
tasted since and the service, by a strapping youth who kept an iron bar beside the pre-rooked
onions under the counter, always pleasant. So was the grilled flake from the place at the top of
the hill just up from Ron Davies Caltex Service Station. Ron Davies was a large and hard
Welshman, an ex-Barbarian by repute, who did mechanical repairs at a discount. Ron regularly attended social functions at La Trobe, as did the young bloke who made the hamburgers.
La Trobe was incorrigibly democratic.
The statistics might show something else to be the case, but it was my impression that
La Trobe's student population was comprised primarily of the sons and daughters of farmers
and the north suburban, lower-middle and working classes. An unusually large percentage
(was it sixty per cent?) were Catholic. St Pats, Ballarat, and Assumption College, Kilmore, had
distinguished representations, among them Martin Stanley O'Hehir, big Darby Munro and
lithe Leo Ryan. Our lumpen congregation was leavened by some bright young bohemian
things from University High, a sprinkling of chaps with good teeth from Scotch, and a galaxy
of shudderingly beautiful private school girls the pursuit of whom consumed most of the
energy of the mass.
I have spoken to lecturers from those days residing now in places as distant as Cork and
Islington and it is these women they invariably recalled. They did not remember Bill Kelty,
Gus Weaven, Ian Court, John Cummins or any of the other trade unionists La Trobe
produced. The faces of David Morgan, the child film star, footballer and economist; Barry
York, the rangy revolutionary from Brunswick; Bill Frew, the well-known weightlifter- all
these needed prompting to recall. The day that Noddy Baker sat on Professor Donald Whitehead was all but forgotten. It was the women. The daughters of the rural gentry. The ones
from Merton Hall, Firbank, Stratheme, St Catherine's, St Leonard's, Sacre Coeur! The ones
who smoked Lark and drank brandy lime and soda, apd who kept among their toiletries the
aerosol, Femfresh, which is now accorded in history the same rank as foot-binding. The eyes
of these ex-lecturers glazed at the mention of the names. The fragrance of tutorials wafted back
and up their leathery noses. The mini-skirt. The attempts to talk about Cervantes and Voltaire.
They reached for whisky. They spoke in tones inaudible to their wives and children. One
became quite catatonic for an hour or more: another's teeth began to chatter uncontrollably
and he left the room complaining lamely of a fever.
Were there not fifty or sixty of these women? Did not Otis Redding and the Drifters write
songs about them? Specifically about them? Were we not propelled through life by nothing
more than a series of libidinous explosions, set to the music of the Beatles, the Stones and the
Spencer Davis Trio? There was nothing the wise councillors and learned gentlemen could do
to stop it. Guards on the female wing of Glenn College were lured away or bribed. All night,
pebbles clinked on windows and fell back on lovelorn howling youths standing in the
melaleucas round the back.
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You cannot turn a Preston sharpie into a gentleman by calling him 'mister' and placing an
academic gown on his shoulders. Putting a decanter of sheny under the nose of a country
bumpkin will not convert him to scholasticism - in all likelihood it won't convert him to
sheny either. There is little you can do, of course, with the hormonally deranged. Expert as
they might have been in commerce, law and society, the planners of La Trobe were feckless in
the ways of the world they had let in. They had opened the gate to a new paddock and
admitted everything from water buffalo to goats. This is not to call them feather-brained. You
could hardly expect them to succeed in their dream of building a new institution of learning, a
Harvard-on-Plenty, on the sociology of the farm-yard.
For a year or more Ben Meredith and others of his worldly ilk and influence never stopped trying to show us what the whole thing was about. Here in Bundoora the ancient traditions of university life would be combined with modem furniture and modem catering: the
Library in the centre, the colleges round the fringe, each with a dining hall, each with a high
table, each soul in a gown. It was a splendid concept. All it needed to work were penal
sanctions and more gentlemen of the type often employed on the door of the Library - a
hundred or so more and expert with the rifle butt.
It was the habit of very few La Trobe students I knew to tug the forelock very often. They
tended to trample on tradition not for the sake of offending so much as for want of noticing it
was there. Going the knuckle was by no means a foreign instinct. This sort of common behaviour was not unknown at other more established universities, I'm sure. But I think it is true
to say that La Trobe in the first couple of years was a more physical place than the others. I
seem to remember a social football match between the Melbourne University English Department and a scratch team of academics and students from La Trobe in which an unmuscled
minor poet from Parkville was laid out by a highly educated forearm. The visitors and half of
our side were paralysed by shock and disgust. The culprit was unrepentant. Brian Manison
was a vigorous scholar. He was nobly-jawed and swarthy and, being descended from the
serving classes of the Western District, entirely masterless. He always insisted that he majored
in English Literature by reading nothing but the despised Monarch Guide Notes - to
Coriolanus, to Emma, to Moby Dick, Hard Times, you name it. The daim may not have been
entirely truthful, but truth was not the point of it. The point was to wound and infuriate
members of the English Department who always declared that success by this means was
quite impossible- quite.
Brian Manison also featured prominently in a notorious brawl during a ball at Glenn
College. I believe he had a modicum of justice on his side that night, although the authorities
believed otherwise. As the only one hospitalised - when a piece of modem furniture and
various ancient Preston traditions intersected with my skull - I am not necessarily a reliable
witness.
Although it was later to develop a reputation as a revolutionary socialist campus, the
ethos in those first couple of years was rugged individualism. There were bitter contests for
power and funds. In a callous coup, Mr Ken Bishop, a trumpeter and Machiavellian b:m vimnt
from Moe, fon ,ed a secret alliance with the University High aesthetes to snatch the presidency
of the SRC tom the hirsute and worthy Mr Paul Reid who had every reason to believe he was
a moral certain!} Mr Bishop giggled for months- years. He was still giggling when I saw
him two years J(:;O on his farm in Gippsland. Mr Reid took some time to recover. Bishop and
Manison later went into partnership to form the Beaker Society - a drinking club which
lauded beer but which sold scrumpy cider in the main. The commercial principles on which it
ran were proto-Thatcherite, shall we say, although in the overview they did no harm to
anyone. Bishop and Manison were among the first socialists I met in life. They lived in
unspeakable squalor as if to prove it.
Not that the Beaker Society was the only direction to take. Film was the great thing.
Phillipe Mora, a La Trobe student for part of 1%7, came with a frightening reputation for
intelligence and very soon had a dedicated band of film buffs following him around. A film
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society was formed. Cinematheque Discotheques were staged. Phillipe made underground
films. Soon we all seemed to be making underground films - all the men at least. Peter
Beilby, Rod Bishop, Ken Carter, Howard Willis, Scott Murray, Alan Street, Demos Krouskos,
Cordon Glenn, me - all these people made films or thought about making them I'm sure.
Once a week in the Glenn College lecture theatre a Truffaut, a Goddard, an Antonioni or a
Resnais was projected with inspired cunnudgeonliness by Andrew Pecze, late of Sale. later,
when most of them had drifted into Carlton, they produced Cinema Papers which is still going.
Ken Carter made a film with me in it. I had to take all my clothes off. The film was so overexposed I was all but invisible. Ken was far more distressed than I.
I never met anyone like Ken Carter. He was the quintessential la Trobe student, being
completely foreign to the customs of its founders. Legend had it he raised himself in a room
above a Sydney Road shop. Ken was the son of a sailor. He himself sailed very dose to the
wind. On some days Ken wore his pyjamas. He would walk into the academic common
room, say to the professors, 'Good evening', and take sherry from their cupboard. Sherry with
their names on the bottle. Hairy, near scrofulous sometimes and with the smile of a baby
looking up from the breast, Ken frightened people. You never knew what he was going to do
-put a headlock on you or recite a poem of his own composition. The last time I saw Ken he
bought me a milk shake in Fortnum and Mason's. He had just bought a house in St John's
Wood with money he made from his Mayfair advertising agency.
My room in Glenn College was on the same floor as the History Department. It was
furnished with a turntable, a record of Judy Henschke, an ash tray and a copy of Modern
Philosophy by Edwards and Pap. From his room around the corner Ken Bishop played trumpet
voluntaries in an effort to interrupt proceedings in the lecture theatre across the way. I walked
to the shower through the staff Common Room where at ten o'clock every day, John O'Brien
and Israel Getzler, two members of the History Department, had an argument about the
relative importance of the Russian Revolution and the Irish Rebellion. I am now aware that
John O'Brien had a few things in common with Ken Carter, strange as it may seem. A
pervasive scruffiness was only one of them- John O'Brien's car was two feet deep in Craven
A packets. They laughed in the same way, high-pitched and as if they had just done or were
about to do a mischief. It would not have surprised to see John in his pyjama shirt one day. He
introduced me to civilisation I think. Not that I recognised it then, any more than I recognised
that I might one day be as excited by history as he was.
John Jived among the bellbirds at Monsalvat with the Englishman, Mike Hodd, who
taught eronomics. I'll never forgive Mike for making me act in 71ze Brig, a play he produced in
the Agora. After the first performance he probably couldn't forgive himself. I was never offered a part in his Smoking Concerts which probably introduced civilisation to la Trobe.
Where Mike Hodd taught economics, John O'Brien practised them. Their place grew daffodils
in profusion. John generously allowed Rod Bishop and me to harvest and sell them on the
Eltham Road. He would take a thirty per cent cut, he said. He did - from the seven dollars
and fifty cents we managed to sell them for.
I remember little of an academic nature from that first year save the lectures of Israel
Getzler and John O'Brien. The Getzler lectures were majestic. He filled our heads with revolutionary music, revolutionary images, revolutionary slogans. The revolutionary idea did
not, at that stage, take hold. But to his increasing horror I'm sure, he had a subversive influence in the long run. Like all good lecturers his intention was to open our minds. He meant
to transport us to revolutionary Russia, but only in the figurative sense. He could never have
imagined that his students might very soon be using Bolshevism- or even Menshevism- as
a model for Bundoora.
If I was less inspired by other lectures it was largely because I rarely went to them. Not
that I wasn't interested. In fact, by the end of the year I had become aware that there was
nothing I wanted to do so much as the courses la Trobe offered in Humanities. But, constitutionally, there was nothing I was less capable of doing.
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I cannot describe the delights or the agitation of that first year, 1967. Nor can I describe the
callowness. I was like an escaped hamster. I lived by uncomprehended instincts, fell down
holes, followed scents up blind tunnels and panicked, got myself and others into desperate
predicaments which even now are excruciating to recall - and yet - I was always meeting
other hamsters with whom it was possible to sit down, compare experience and conjure
worldliness. There were also kind counselling souls, well-chosen by the authorities, like Dr Kel
Semmens who was in charge of the University Health Serviee and Mrs Betty Collings, the
Student Housing Officer, who I'm quite sure saved a few lives.
The world of La Trobe in 1967 was decidedly not political. I can scarcely remember a
political conversation from the first day to the last of that year. Who knows what we talked
about? Football, films which I didn't understand until years later, beer, oysters, sex. I think we
talked about religion. I met Catholics for the first time. We compared experience. I ate a b'Teat
many tinned anchovies and became, for all intents and purposes, an atheist. But politics was
not, as they now say, on the agenda. There was a good deal of talk about cars and motor bikes.
Nevertheless I remember two moments in the first year or so which now seem significant.
They were remarks overheard, not conversations with which I was engaged. They were big
remarks. They had the sort of ring to them which Israel Getzler evoked when he talked about
momentous events. In a Glenn College corridor I heard Gershon Weiler of the Philosophy
Department say something along the lines of- if they wanted a civil war in the United States
they were going the right way about it. It might have been the day Martin Luther King was
assassinated. And I recall, in the summer between the first year and the second, a conversation between several students and Professor Wally Thompson of the Spanish Department. It
was about the Tet Offensive then taking place in Vietnam. The North Vietnamese were in
Saigon. The Americans might lose. I now think that it was on this afternoon that I was first
able to imagine the world turned upside down.
The north wind blew all summer. A ghost drove us out of our house in Reservoir. I put
paid to all my Presbyterian precedents by working in a pub in Malvern. We moved to accommodation in East Melbourne. I deigned to go home and cart the hay. My parents noted that I
had gone pretty thoroughly to the pack. We were kicked out of East Melbourne by the onearmed landlord. We moved to Ivanhoe. Demos Krouskos and I worked in a foolscap factory
where the women who were three times more efficient were paid two thirds of our wages. A
Dutchman who had been bent double by the operation of a 'safety device' on his antiquated
guillotine was given a 'send off' at the end of thirty years service in the factory. They gave him
a four dollar dock. I'm reluctant to say that seeing the work-face of capitalism changed my
politics. But I had a glimpse of the world's underside. And politics itself changed that year.
Harold Holt disappeared at Portsea and Australian conservatism began to fall into disarray.
Not that 1968 began as a political year for me. I had merely grown from hamster to goat.
In June, in the middle of the Paris riots, I was playing intervarsity football in Brisbane. Brian
Manison was our strongman, David Morgan our goal-kicker, the present member for Northcote, Tony 'Red' Sheehan, our mck-rover, and Pasquale Sgro, now a member of the Economics Department, our rover. In the hotel room next to me slept La Trobe's representative in
the shot-put. His name was Fergus Robinson.' Ah Fergus, Comrade Robinson, who then
would ever have guessed?
I went to Russia at the end of 1968- my grand tour, with the intensely dry David Loh, a
fellow student in Humanities, one Dr Jane I..eonard, an American from the History Department, and others. Jane was a JFK product. She had worked in the Peace Corps and believed in
the revised version of her country's manifest destiny. We were joined by her cousin in Hong
Kong: he was a 'hippy', a real one, from California. He had thought a great deal about the
world but never really picked up where we were in it relative to anywhere else. Despite the
efforts of Senator McCarthy and others he was not aware that Russia was a communist
society.
I had simply borrowed the money and gone: not like a hamster or a goat, nor even as a
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scholar. I went Candide-like: across Siberia, up to Leningrad, down to the Black Sea, out
through Turkey, on to Paris and London. It was not a political pilgrimage in the manner of
Bemard Shaw's, lincoln Steffens', John Reed's or even, I suspect, David Loh's. Nor was it a
spiritual exrursion. It was primarily a geographical experience. It expanded the map of my
brain and coloured some parts in.
In Paris, students were still dodging batons with great panache in the streets around the
Sorbonne. David Loh and I watched. From here I could begin my own left testament I suppose. How I had seen oppression in east and west and where they meet in Turkey. But the
fact is that being witness to these places and events made hardly a scratch on my political
consciousness. The effect of it all constituted everything but ideology. I hitch-hiked hungry
and alone through Europe for five weeks with not.hing on my mind but going home.
It seems to have been shortly after getting back that Malcolm Muggeridge came to
La Trobe. He strode on to the stage in Glenn College, took off his coat and revealed a pair of
bright red braces. It was a class act. In that moment he held the audience in his hand. Very
shortly after that they had escaped.
Albert Langer was on the stage. And Hugo Wolfsohn - or Frank Knopfelmacher - I
can't remember which and I'm not sure that it matters greatly. The debate I think was about
the 'Role of the University'. Half way through it, Albert Langer held up to the audience a note
he had written in large print. It said- 'what am I doing here?', or something like that. The
mob roared. The mob's position was that the role of the University was never to be that of an
ivory tower isolated from the rest of society. At La Trobe the University never had been an
ivory tower. It had never been a university. It had been a paddock isolated from the rest of
society. It is futile to deny the truth, however- the founders of La Trobe University had an
ivory tower in mind. They were interested in form. Good form. It was a mistake. It was like
trying to run the Derby with a field of improvers. It was folly, even if it's true to say that like
most follies tht! spirit was exceedingly generous. After all, they brought Malcolm Muggeridge
to address the likes of us!
Malcolm Muggeridge left the stage declaring that he had never addressed a more crass
and vulgar audience. Never in his life, anywhere in the world. This was a generous rurse.
Muggeridge had been addressing rowdies for fifty years. I'm sure his estimation gave a lot of
people heart. I've wondered since if La Trobe did not help drive him into the arms of the
Church of England.
I went to see a man named John Waterhouse one day. It was an official matter: he was
Careers Advisor I think, and I was interested at last in a career. The meeting was amicable. As
I left I walked into an horde of students intent on ocrupying his office. They had come to
demand that the Australian Army be prevented from recruiting on the campus. Later that day
I bumped into John Waterhouse again, outside the Library. He was puce. He told me that he
remembered my face, that I had been in his office, that he would get my name from Student
Records. That I was in deep trouble. Well, of course, I was innocent, but two years later as I
walked down the aisle of Glenn College Dining Hall, clutching the degree Sir Archibald Glenn
had just given me, with my parents still applauding, and old comrades from the Labor Oub in
the melaleuca patches outside still shouting that Sir Archibald Glenn was a fascist pig, I heard
a voice saying with great sincerity- 'well done'. It was John Waterhouse and he looked at me
in a way which plainly said- 'you have departed from the mongrel path and are forgiven for
ocrupying my office that day. Good boy'.
With David Loh I edited Ral'll·lais. Ral\?/ais had been founded by Michel Lawrence who
chose the name because it suggested bawd, which he liked. I took to writing portentous
editorials and ill-conceived film reviews. There were long articles on McLuhan and Marx and
Marcuse. Marxist attacks on the English Department- it was a diffirult age for F.R. Leavis. As
editor of Ral\?/ais one almost imagined that one was at the centre of things. I rang up a girl
whose looks I adored and introduced myself: Tm the editor of Ral\?/ais', I said. 'Of wiUit?', she
said.
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I gave up cricket and football. I got stomach cramps when I ate. It was believed to be an
ulcer. I failed some exams and got miserable marks for others. I got married. I ceased to have
stomach cramps. My marks improved.
I found that I was a variety of Marxist. This I would attribute largely to Doug White, Peter
Cook, David Johanson and Ken Good, but there were also those who led one there by
negative example. 2 I thank the former. Marxism is a big idea. It is a claw on the universe. It
turns the brain into a world processor. Viewed from La Trobe in 1970 society seemed to be
having a perpetual fire-sale. It was dosing down. Everything had to go.
We moved to Carlton, which of course offered the very things La Trobe never could- a
community of sorts. The watering holes now became Naughtons and the Mayfair in Parkville,
where I fell in with Laurie Oancy, a lecturer in the English Department, dnd his brothers and
the management and labour of an international weighing company. I remember a summer
spent entirely and gloriously in the Prince Alfred Hotel. Nothing can resist suburbia. If you put
a university in the suburbs it is a suburban university. It is a hostile environment for exotic
thought. The Labor Oub was never going to forge an alliance with the panel beaters of Waterdale Road. One only needed to play football in the region to know the sort of regard in which
university students were held - even students who came from the same suburbs. They
loathed us. They passionately clobbered us.
In those last two years at La Trobe I discovered, or should have, that revolutionary politics
required a capacity for conviction that I do not have. It requires more courage than I have and
certainly more decisiveness. For a while it seemed a person was required to confront his
conscience, his mind and his friends and vote every day. We had a regular little revolutionary
parliament out there, in the same Glenn College Dining Hall where two years before we sat
about in gowns and ate Nationwide hot pot and diced carrot. That's where it all started of
course, with the catering. Nationwide was boycotted. It was exploitative, after all, and in all
likelihood a multinational. It is a pity they didn't cook like a multinational.
Those meetings were a wonder. We came armed with pamphlets from the left, the right
and the centre and variants of all of them. There were some who did not come: I now suspect
that those who came from active Labor backgrounds were less inclined to radical student
politics than those whose households had been conservative or apolitical. There were
mavericks, like Andrew Campbell who often spoke with his eyes closed. It's possible he did
not want people to see the tears behind them. Andrew lectured us all on things he knew from
books he kept in a large black bag- he could speak both Weber and Joyce. He was an
intellectual terrorist. And an incomparable companion. He took me for a fool at first but like a
cornered rat I argued my way out of that. We went for a walk around Melbourne University
one day. This is a real university', Andrew said. He liked the anonymity. I now know why.
Both Bob Santamaria and Ted Hill were at work at La Trobe - Santamaria in the
Moderate Students Alliance whose members certainly looked moderate and were indeed quite
extreme in their moderateness; Hill, among the Maoists who gradually took control of the
Labor Oub. Atrocities ancient and modem were compared. Nicely dressed 'moderates', in
whose mouths butter would not have melted, spoke of massacres in Hue. Hairy radicals
pointed to My Lai. The Chinese Cultural Revolution was a pre-eminent sticking point- it was
to this generation what the Spanish Civil War had been to an earlier one. The 'moderates'
identified 'radical junior staffers': the bearded philosophy lecturer, John Fox, was a favourite
target. The left identified crypto, proto, quasi and neo fascists. In between stood commonsensical, somewhat avuncular types of Irish extraction- Terry Moran, Paul Reid, Des Kelly. Then
there was AI Watson of Carlton. Older and more hip, a jazz freak and bohemian, AI implored
these meetings to 'cool it', but it was the radical inclination to heat it up. And to think I could
have been reading Aubrey's Brief Lives or joining the Labor Party.
At a meeting of the Labor Oub Comrade F. put it to us that we must be prepared to make
sacrifices. We had to be prepared to go to gaol. Certain comrades examined their shoelaces.
We had to be prepared to risk our lives. Certain comrades remembered classes they hadn't
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attended for months. Comrade R. rose. He had a friend undergoing military training in
Queensland who was prepared to deliver up to a revolutionary courier quantities of automatic
weapons and ammunition for them. Comrade R. was going to Queensland. He sought
comrades' approval to act as courier. His courage and largesse were acknowledged from the
chair. One or two comrades opened their mouths and forgot to dose them. 'How was
Comrade R. intending to travel?', asked Comrade Y. 'Hitch-hiking', said Comrade R. At this
point of the debate several incipient revisionists exposed their true colours and conducted a
very timely self-imposed purge. The chair thought with the greatest fraternal respect and
admiration for Comrade R. that drivers, particularly Queensland drivers, might be less than
willing to offer a ride to a man canying large numbers of M16s and ammunition boxes. Democratic centralism was thus achieved amidst a fit of the giggles. I myself have ever since been
grateful to Comrades F., Y.,and R. for helping me to recognise my limitations and find the
shade of political opinion with which I am most at home.
In one issue of their broadsheet, Red Moot, La Trobe's Marxist-Leninists, outlined the
'Revisionism of Bob Dylan'. Soon after, Grant Evans, just a year or two out of Mildura, was
called to defend himself against similar charges. While some of us talked about the prospects
of achieving 'socialism on one campus', we also talked about how certain of our old friends
had lost their sense of humour and how we could imagine one or two of them ever so sadly
putting a pistol in your ear. But new La Trobe Soviet Man was still Homo Ludens. There was a
fair amount of unconscious or half-conscious play acting. The crucial difference between Grant
Evans and Bukharin was that Grant had the option of not turning up for his trial. It was a show
show trial.
So La Trobe became a political battleground. After students demonstrating against the
war in Vietnam were assaulted by police in Waterdale Road, another, much larger, demonstration was held to assert the right of public assembly. It became known as the Waterdale Road
Massacre, our own Peterloo, our own Bloody Sunday; our own proof, as if we needed it, that
liberalism was a fallacy. This was living history. It was praxis, or very nearly. Those who had
asserted that the state, even Dick Hamer's state, was by nature violent and repressive were
right: the exquisitely named Inspector Platfuss and his band of thugs proved them to be so.
The attack was wanton, indiscriminate and vicious. Waterdale Road was very bad news for
the liberal argument. From our purview it was a stage in the revolutionary struggle. It was a
splendid consciousness-raiser. When, during the great Vietnam Moratorium marches, the less
politically-developed middle class demonstrators chanted to office workers- 'join us, join us'.
-La Trobe cadres shouted- 'jump you bastards'. The revolutionary sense of humour had
not yet been annihilated. A film was made about the radical life of La Trobe. Called 'Beginnings', it featured Demos Krouskos, the gentlest of men, demonstrating on a blackboard the
history of the Molotov Cocktail.
Events everywhere conspired to keep the revolution going in our minds. In Vietnam of
course and in the demonstrations against the war in the United States. In the civil rights
movement in the US (I had an affair with Angela Davis for years before her picture faded on
the wall). The clenched-fist salute became a popular form of greeting. South Africa was an
issue. South America was an issue. Peace was less and less an issue. Feminism meant nothing:
women were running organisations like Save Our Sons. It was a great time to be male. The
draft resistance movement was at the centre of everything. I had registered as a conscientious
objector but in any event escaped the ballot. I now felt a little guilty about both these things.
Far better to resist the draft directly. We needed experience to match our ideas. Neville White
had been to Vietnam, yet as a student at La Trobe he marched against the war. He was a
student of the physical sciences which made him all the more a treasure. Dennis O'Donnell
had been drafted and gone AWOL after which they sent him to Holdsworthy Military Prison.
He kept a low political profile at La Trobe. He was sardonic, ambivalent. Yet he inspired in
those of us who got to know him a degree of moral certitude which he would never have
claimed himself and probably found repugnant. But Nick White and Dermis O'Donnell had
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been there and we hadn't. When it was all said and done, we hadn't been anywhere.
It must have all seemed like so much ingratitude. No generation in Australia's history had
been better off- few generations in the history of the world for that matter. We were there on
Menzies scholarships and Bolte studentships. There was no doubt we would find employment when we left, in fact we'd have a choice of jobs. We had comforts and prospects our
parents never dreamt of: not for themselves at any rate- only for us. So what did we say? We
said, 'Your society stinks.' We weren't altogether wrong. though it seems truer now than it
was then. The rebellion was as much against the dying order of Australian conservatism as
anything else. If capitalist democracy was not, as we maintained, burnt out, the old liberalCountry Party-RSL political order was. Their complacency was surpassed only by their supineness, their arrogance, their Anglophilia, their politics of infinite pragmatism, their deadly greyness. We wanted to blow marijuana up their noses and make them laugh, helplessly. To our
parents we said, 1f the depression was so bad and your lives so circumscribed, why didn't you
do something about it?' And when they said their lives were not circumscribed, we said
angrily, 'Oh yes they are! Compare them with ours.' We rested our case.
The right has always insisted that we were politically subverted by our lecturers in the
Humanities and Social Sciences. Now, putting aside the fact that this particular student had
been thoroughly subverted by conservatives for his entire natural life, and the other fact that
most of his lecturers at La Trobe would have been hard put in conscience to make a dog bark,
the truth of the matter is that he was not so much subverted as inverted. By establishing La
Trobe for people like ourselves the founding fathers had turned the world on its head and
from this unaccustomed vantage point, once our heads stopped spinning. it was possible to
imagine anything.
And in the end it was no longer possible to resist study. My two great teachers, were in
fact subversives. David Johanson subverted my anti-intellectual rusticity. Peter Cook subverted my anti-rustic intellectualism. David Johanson introduced me to the tragic romance of
European socialism. Peter Cook committed the ultimate act of sedition- he introduced me to
the tragic romance of Australian socialism, and in so doing made me as excited by the history
of this country as John O'Brien had been about the history of Ireland. Peter Cook, in other
words, showed me, as Manning Clark, lan Turner and Hugh Stretton had shown him, that
the history of Australia was not merely a respectable interest but the most privileged of all
vocations for an Australian. It took me a long time to appreciate the heritage these people had
bequeathed me, but then I had been unconscionably slow to realise what was on offer.
There were other teachers. Greg Dening and Rhys Isaac confused me for an entire
(fourth) year.' I learnt only slowly that it was creative confusion. And trat, by my own lights,
is the best summary of La Trobe's achievements. In the areas which really counted it was a
generous and forebearing place. It tnay have been less kind to others- in fact I have no doubt
that it was. But the guiding principle, albeit of necessity, was tolerance. As much as an experiment in education it was an experiment in democracy- it was a brave place. I saw the
difference when I taught at the University of Melbourne a few years later.
A fortnight or so before I sat my final year exams, I went to a party in the La Trobe staffstudent flats. Israel Getzler danced some kind of frenetic dance. John Salmond and numerous
historians were there together with Bill Hartley and other students of all persuasions. Driving
home along Waterdale Road I was apprehended by a Constable Alcott who had been a conspicuous presence in the fray on the same road a year or so before. I spent the night with a
man who had stabbed his wife and a youth who had stolen a car. There were revolutionary
slogans on the walls. They had been put there by La Trobe students. But they were of little
comfort to me, and of none at all to my north suburban companions. I was a hamster recaptured -and to think I was in there for a non-political offence! I think now that it would have
been appropriate to have spent that time in the Heidelberg lock-up deep in the more orthodox,
deeply conservative, unreconstructed thought that it was a penance: not for my obvious and
unmistakable sins but for ingratitude towards that great benevolent zoo, La Trobe. Next mom-
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ing I was bailed out by a member of the History Department.

END NOTES
1. Fergus James Robinson, a freshman in Humanities in 1968, subsequently became one of the
leading figures in the student 'troubles' in the early 1970s. (Ed.)
2. Dr Doug C. White, School of Education; Dr PeterS. Cook, Department of History; Mr David
F.C. Johanson, Department of History (died 1985); Mr Kenneth A. Good, Department of
Politics. (Ed.)
3. G. M. Dening, a joint-appointment in History and Sociology, taught at La Trobe from 1%9 to
1971 when he was appointed to the Max Crawford Chair of History at Melbourne University.
Rhys Isaac was subsequently appointed Professor of History at La Trobe University in 1986.
(Ed.)
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